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LIEUT. W. D. CONEY

WEEKS NAMES.

IS

DEAD

DEATH COMES AFTER FALL
FROM AIRPLANE '

NEW ARMY STAFF
NO ONE NAMED FOR MAJOR
GENERALS PLACE BUT
WILL BE SOON

IS ALMOST SECJAXER'S LIST

Was Attempting to Mjffce Another
Transcontinental Flight When His
Plane Was Wrecked.
Natchez, Miss. Lieut. W. D. Coney,
who was injured recently while attempting to make a transcontinental

One Lest Name Appears On List To
Be Sanctioned fay President Harding Which I That of Brig.
Gen. C. R. Edwards.

EXPLOSION

Washington. Secretary Weeks announced that President Harding would
appoint the following chiefs of service. 11 of the officers failed of

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

ARE

HELD

con-me-

n

t:

.v:;

To be major generals: C. S. Farna-worth- ,
chief of Infantry; Charles T.
iMenoher, air service; W. J. Snow,
field artillery; W. A. Holbrook, cavalry; George O. Squire, chief 'signal
John L. Chamberlain, Inspector
general.
i To be brigadier generals: Herbert
M. Lord, chief of finance; Amos A.
Fries, chief of chemical warfare service. All o f the officers failed of confirmation during tbe lust session of
congress.
,
Secretary .Weeks indicated that a
new chief of staff of the army to succeed Major General Peyton C. March,"
would be selected before the special
session of congress convenes April 11.
He refused to discuss the matter beyond saying that the "name of the
new chief of staff will probably be announced before congress meets."
Compilation of the list of nominations for general officers is expected
to be completed soon by tbe secretary.
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Lieut. W.

D.

Coney

flight from Jacksonville, Florida, to
San Diego, California. TJie death of the lieutenant, whose
back was broken In the fall, resulting
I
in a complete paralysis of his body
from the chest down, was not unexpected, and his physicians had announced earlier that he could live.
Mrs. E. F. Coney, mother of the
lieutenant, of Brunswick, Georgia,
Mrs. W. H. Devoe, an aunt of Jacksonville, Florida, and E. F. Coney, a
brother, of Brunswick, Georgia, were
with the filer at the time of his death.
Lieutenant Coney is a son of the
late Edgar F. TJoriey, a lumberman of
l
Brunswick.
At the outbreak of the Mexican
trouble in 1916 he enlisted with the
Brunswick rifles, an Infantry organization; find saw service on the border.
Returning to Brunswick in 1917 about
the time the United States entered
the European war, he entered the officers training camp at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, ntsre he was commissioned a second lieutenant of infantry. Later he was transferred to
the air service.
Wat Flying Instructor.
MaJ. Gen. Chat. T. Menoher
was
assigned as flying InstrucHe
The list, it is understood;, will be tor during
the war and had no opporalmost a duplicate of that sent to congress by former Secretary Baker, tunity to see service at the front.' On
day Jie was injured the announcewhich failed of confirmation. One im- the
portant exception, however, may be ment was made at San Diego, Calithe inclusion of the name of Brigadier fornia, of his promotion to a first
Clarence R. Edwards, former commander of the 26th (New England) national guard division overseas, to head TO REDUCE
INCOME TAX
the list of major generals. His name
did not appear In the Baker
Senator Penrose Outlines Program for
Revenue Legislation.

RENE VIVIAN! IS IN THE U.

S.

Washington.
A general
scaling
down of all Income taxes, with reductions in the levy of small incomes as
well as the heavy surtaxes on large
New York. Rene Vivian!, former earnings was prestaged by Senator
premier of France and now envoy ex- Ponrose of Pennsylvania, chairman of
traordinary of the French government the senate finance committee. Senator
to this country, arrived on the steam- Penrose outlined the plans for revenue
ship Lorraine. He will confer with and tariff legislation on which conPresident Harding to see whom he gress will be called to act at the specame "on a mission of courtesy."
cial session beginning April 11.
A small reception committee, comThe senator declared that he hoped
posed of city and state department
that the finance committee would be
officials went down the bay to meet able to begin the preparation of the
the official and brought him back to new tax bills within the next week.
Battery Park, where thousands had The plan, he said, is to draft these
assembled. Although the exact time measures while the house ways and
of his arrival had not been announced, means' committee is working on the
the crowds waited patiently.
tariff in order that the revenue legisHe declined to discuss the official lation, will be ready for congress as
e
soon as the tariff is out of the way.
nature of his visit to this country
having talked with President
While still in a formulatlve stage,
Harding.
Senator Penrose asserted that the new
"I have come to the United States," program of federal taxation contemexcess
he Bald, "to pay the president of this plates the abolition of the
profits tax entirely.
great republic
Came To Visit Pres. Harding,
Will Not Say Why.

But

bo-for-

and Supplies
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P. & R. GARAGE

FIRECRACKERS AND EXPLOSIVES CAUSE.
MANUFACTURERS

Accessories

Phone

BOOTLEG MANUFACTURE OF

Many Are Homeless and More Than
100 Are Injured as the Results of the
Blast Which Caused Many Small

(1

NO. 3

SIX ARE KILLED

Elida, New Mexico
Acetylene Welding

W. E. LUCAS

Expert Mechanics

PROPRIETOR

Buildings to Collapse.

ED. J. NEER.

,
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Chicago. Manufacture and storage
of fireworks in a manner prohibited by'
city ordinances was blamed by city
and police officials for an explosion In'
the heart of the west side tenement;
district which killed at least eight persons, injured 100 or more, rendered
dozens temporarily homeless and damaged buildings blocks away.
Two men were held In Jail In connection with the disaster and two others, possibly killed in the explosion,
were sought by the police.
The explosion wrecked the warehouses of Weil and company, paper
dealers, where a dozen' men were
working. All were believed to have
been killed.
Next door was the firm of Singer
and Shaffer, dealers in novelty merchandise. Chief of Police Charles
Fitzmorris and Fire Attorney Shirley
High, after completing investigations
declared that the Singer and Shaffer
firm had manufactured fireworks In
and around the warehouse in violation
of city ordinances and that compilation of these fireworks was to blame
for the disaster. They, declared the
firm frequently had been warned to
discontinue the manufacture and had
been repeatedly warned that fireworks
could not be stored within the city
limits.
Men Admit Charge.
According to Mr. High and Chief
Fitzmorris, the two men held in jail
both admitted that the firm manufactured fireworks and that It had conducted an illicit trade in this product.
Dozens of salesmen toured the central
west taking orders, they were Quoted
as saying.
More than a ton of T. N. T., dynamite and other explosives is believed
to have been consumed in the' explosion. Scores of fireworks labels,
pieces of firecrackers and torpedoes
were found near the wreckage. In a
nearby building were 7,000 pounds of
torpedoes, according to the police, and
evidence indicating that hundreds of
pounds of gunpowder and dynamite
recently had been shipped to the firm,
was said by the police to have been
found.
Four Are Identified.
Only four of the eight persons
known to be dead had been identified.
The other bodies were so badly mangled as to be unrecognizable.
Many persons whose homes had
been so badly damaged by the explosion as to be untenable were given
temporary quarters in the Garfield
school bouse where 1,500 children
were attending school at the time. The
roof of the building was damaged but
the children escaped unhurt.

JOHN BURROUGHS

IS DEAD

Was On His Way Home From Call,
fornia When Death Came
Utiac, N. Y. John Burroughs, naturalist, died on a New York Central train
near Klngsville, Ohio, on his way
home from California. He had been
very ill for six weeks with an abscess
on the chest and heart and with kidney complications.
He was so eager to get home
the long Journey was undertaken,
with the hope that he could survive.
The end came suddenly, a few minutes after he had asked: "How near
home are we?"
His physician, Dr. Clara Barrus, hlSj
granddaughter, Ursula Burroughs, and
the Misses Eleanor and Harriet Burroughs accompanied him on the Journey.
Rate On Cotton Reduced.
Houston, Tex. The Mallory and
Morgan lines announce a reduction ot
sixteen cents In the rate on cotton '

Undertaker and Embalms
LICENSED BY 8TATE BOARD '
CaTTi answered day or night ' Office phone 67
two riam
Residence, 67 three rings. Agent for Roswell and AxaarUio
PorUles, New Mexico.
Complete Line of Caaketa and Robes
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Tha Old Time Preparations Are Good
nd you will find them all here from Dobell'a eolation to
the end of the chapter. All correct compounded and bearing
the guaranteeing label of
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ROSWELL, N. M.
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GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELIDA, N. M.
For Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material iaahpoori and Hardwire.

a G. BRIDGES, Manager.

KENNA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

Kcnno, Now Mexico.

o o o oo o o
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0TOAIGHT BANKING ON SAFE
AND SOUND METHODS.
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Gobbler Close

to .Goolidsre

Town Shoe Repairer, "Friend, the loyal support of the shoe man. "
Mr. Lucey, modestly explaining that
Philosopher and Guide" of
Mr. Coolldge long since passed out
if his range of lnUuenee, admits that
Vic President.

eight children, seven of whom are now
living, has made demands on his earning ability, five are girls, one Is a
stenogrupher, two are teachers, a
fourth, who was formerly a teacher,1
Is now married and one Is a clerk. Of;
the two boys one Is a graduate of
Holy Cross college, and the other is a
student in the Northampton Commercial college.

he may have been of some help when
the vice president was on the first

HELPS TO SHAPE HiS CAREER
Friendship Begun In College Day
Continue Through Early Strug-gle- e
and Subsequent Proml-nenc- e
In Politics.

r'

Northampton, Muss. James Lucey,
mender of shoes, Is pegging away, in
bis shop here with one eye on the
newspapers for word of how the national cnpital treats Calvin Coolldge,
e
his
associate In local politics,
and now vice president.
When Vice President Coolldge, Just
beforo departing for Washington recently, grasped the cobbler's band as
the photographers snapped their cameras, he gave him a distinction that
he was nsked to explain. "Put Mr.
Lucey down as my guide, philosopher
and friend," he said. And so the
tbl)ler Is now nationally known.
What the vice president meant was
more or less well known to Northampton folk. The story goes buck to the
days when Calvin Coolldge was a sophomore at Amherst college. With shoes
to be repaired he sought Lucey's shop
on Gothic street In this city, and then
remained to listen to the cobbler's
homely comments on the topics of the
day.
Helped to Shape Career.
The student found the shoemaker'!
philosophy so engaging that during the
remainder of his college course be
went frequently to see him. As a
lawyer later young Coolldge opened
offices here, and while he waited for
clients, continued his acquaintance
with the cobbler. Throughout his career In the politics of the city and
state, Mr. Coolldge dropped In at the
shoe shop from time to time to exchange ideas with his friend and have
the benefit of the latter's pointed political observations.
The youthful Coolldge took away
lessons from the cobbler counsellor;
Coolldge, the candidate, received the
benefit of bis Influence, which was
considerable In city politics, and when
he rose to a position ot- - state and
national prominence be still received
one-tim-

;

Income Tax Four Cents;
He

rungs of the political ladder.
Cement Closer Friendship.
The cobbler says that the only time
he ever crossed Calvin Coolldge seemed
to make firmer the friendship between
them. Mr. Coolldge had sought the
election of a friend as mayor, and
asked Mr. Lucey as a delegate to the
party caucus to stand In his behalf,
but the cobbler, already bound to the
opposing candidate, refused.
This
evidence of loyalty to a prior allegiance served to heighten their mutual respect.
The shoemaker, a native of Ireland,
came to Northampton forty years ago
ot the age of twelve. A family of

Pays in Installments

taxpayer
Augusta,
Oa. A
whose total tax Is 4 cents and
who insists on his right to pay
In four Installments
and who
money order for
bought a
which lie paid 3 cents wos revealed here today. The taxpayer, a tall, lanky farmer, who
gave his address as Lincoln county, but whose name was not divulged, personally submitted his
return to' the deputy collector of
Internal revenue, using the
money order to pay Uie first

Radio Amateurs Enjoy "Concord other Instruments for the benefit of
all who will "listen In."
of Sweet Music Sounds"
Receiving Apparatus Cheap.
Approximately
the amateurs
From 60 Miles Away.
In the New York district are licensed,
one-ha- lf

NIGHTLY

AFFAIR

permitting them to send.
Development of the radio equipment
has been such that a practical receiving apparatus can bo purchased for a
very few dollars the prices range
in accordance with the equipment.
Great stretches of aerials are no
longer necessary. A few feet of wire,
looped over the end of a broom and
hung out over the fire escape, and a
ground wire attached to a radiator
or water pipe answer. Some do not
even call on the family broom, but
attach a wire to the spring of a bed
or a couch and excellent results fol-

op-wa- rd

Development of Radio Equipment Haa
Brought Price of Apparatus Down
Wire and Broom Handle
Enough for Aerial.
New York. Rapid development of
the radio telephone has made possible
for thousands of persons in New York
and other part of the country fulfillment of Longfellow's prophecy that
"the night shall be filled with music."
Enterprising amateur wireless operators, as well as many commercial stations, now put out through the air
each night concerts created by attaching to sending sets phonographs and
player pianos. Others, more enterprising, sing or play the violin and

low.
On a recent evening one amateur
residing In New York city heard seven

NEW GOWN FOR
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Russian Mystery in Seattle Yards
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Western Hemisphere diamond, and thus far the only diamonds found in the western hemisIs Located in Arkansas.
phere In their matrices are those of

Only One on

I

Gems Are Found In the Crater of an
Extinct Volcano In Pike County
First Found In 1008.
!

Murphreesboro, Ark. The only diamond mine thus far discovered on the
rwestern hemisphere is located in Pike
county, Arkansas, in which this hamlet Is situated. The mine Is two and
a half miles south of here.
The diamonds are found In a
"pipe," the crater of an extinct volcano which ages ago boiled up through
the surface, had its terrific heat chilled
by the water of an Inland sea, and
left bits of carbon scattered throughout the perldotlte which now fills the
crater, to be pressed Into diamonds by
the contraction of the rock. The perldotlte forms the original matrix of the

Pike county.
-- Diamonds have been found in some
twenty-fiv- e
states, in Canada and
South America, but always in river
beds where, geologists surmise, they
have been washed by the waters, or
In places where It Is presumed they
have been deposited by glacial action.
The first Arkansas diamond was
found In 1000 by John Iluddleston,
then owner of the farm on which the
sixty-acr- e
"pipe" is locoted, by accident. Iluddleston observed outcrop-ping- s
of .the gray-greerock, since
classed as perldotlte, and came to the
conclusion that his hillsides contained
valuable mineral, perhaps copper. After pecking around without finding
anything which looked to hlra like
mineral, he picked up a crystal, and
then one day, showed It to some
friends In Murphreesboro. A Little
n

Rock Jeweler pronounced It a diamond,

and made sure by verifications

feer

by

Jewel experts In New York.
The mining operations In Arkansas
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This is an Interesting tailleur shown
at the spring promenade of the National Retail Garment association In
Chicago. It Is of gray cheviot stitched
In blue.
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Diamond Mine Found

debu-
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DEBUTANTE

I;

1'.

It made them

properly equipped; the matrons de-- j
clarcd It "such good form," and thel
dowagers expressed the belief that!
Material Used for Hats Arriving From silk was a dignified nnd proper fubrlci
Paris and for Headgear Created
for those who are no v longer young1
In America.
nnd that It hod the advnntRgo of lost-- '
lng so well that they did not have to
Wrhlle the new styles are undeni- bother about new gowns every llttl
ably attractive, notes a New York while Just as they were getting ac-- ;
fashion correspondent, the big ques- customed to their favorite ones.
.'
tion that must be satisfactorily settled before much buying, can be safely
SPRING FASHION SHOW MODEL,
done, whether It be of ready-mad- e
things or of materluls for custom or
home preparation, Is "what will the
favorite fabric be?"
The answer seems to be silk.
Fashion has decreed linen years,
madras years, other silk years, cotton
years and, during the war, a gingham
year.-- Now silk Is to return to a place
that it once held, and never entirely
lost, In the hearts of women.
Garments are made up almost entirely in silk from brassieres to evening frocks while the spring hats arriving from Paris and those created
here are trimmed with silk used In
novel ways. It seems probable, too.
that silk shoes will be used this year
for street wear as well as a part of
the evening costume. In hosiery the
more expensive lines will be plain and
of the heavier grades of silk without
fanciful designs.
The designer for one of the famous
modistes declares that there is a
strong psychological angle to the appeal of silk to women. She has discovered that from children of twelve
or fourteen up to dowagers all prefer
silk for the same reason, differently
expressed. She found It difficult to
put this universal reason Into a
phrase, and it is even more difficult
to record it as second hand, as It were.
The children frankly said that It made

concerts at one time coming from distances varying from two to 160 miles.
By means of "tuners" these concerts
were easily separated so that each
:
one stood out clear and distinct from
!
the others as desired.
Mule From Sixty Miles.
The Press club of Jackson Ilelghts,
a suburban residential district of New (
t ft
I
York, recently featured a radiophone
demonstration at a meeting of the'
members. By the aid of a "loud
speaker" the members were enabled
to dance from 9 p. m. until midnight
to music which came In from varying
In a medley dance the !
distances.
members of the club started with a
waltz, played at Woodslde, Long Island, five miles away; swung into a
played at Brighton Beach, 15
-- I
miles distant ; to a one-stewhich
came from Paterson, N. J., 85 Elles
"
I
away, then back to a fox-troemanatn
ing from a phonograph about sixty
miles up state. At 10 o'clock all
watches were set by the time" signals
f
which were sent out from the United
States navy station at Arlington, Va.
e
So numerous have their nuiatura
and so united their Interests by
being able to talk with each other at
will that they formed an association.
Here Is more Russian mystery. Since Kerensky's fall, valuable railway They held a convention at a New York
machinery consigned by American manufacturers to the Russian government, hotel. They exhibited not only their
has been lying In Seattle railway yards. No one appears to know Its owner- latest possessions in modern sets, but
ship. It was originally Intended for export to Siberia. A congressional In- also brought with them the homevestigation now In progress may solve the mystery. If Kerensky should get" made apparatus of their pioneer days.
This evening gown for the debutante
on top again, as now seems quite possible, doubtless the mystery will be During the convention lectures were
quickly solved. The goods are valuable, though they have suffered from given and nightly concerts from dis- Is of shell pink faille, trimmed with
silver lace. The apron front Is wlre(J
exposure.
tant stations featured.
out In hoop effect
fox-tro-

up;" the

them feel "drefwed

tantes said that

at

.

A

Fabric in High Favor for Various
Garments.

J-rh--

Now' Tap Air
, to" Get Music
CONCERTS

SILKS FOR SPRING

It

II

THE SKIRT LENGTH QUESTION
Younger Women Prefer Shorter Gar
ment Despite What Dame Fash.
Ion May Have to Say.
As to skirt length, that question- -!
an Individual one and always will be.
It seems Impossible to Induce a great
many of the younger women to wear
their skirts longer, no matter what
Dame Fashion may have to say about
the matter. And ns a matter of fact,
some matrons whose
skirts should
hove a more dignified length seem to
feel that a trifle below the knees is
quite as far ns a skirt should go.
However, skirts for the coming season nre distinctly wider than for several seasons, and a rathev wICe skirt,
especially if it has any flare nt all
looks shorter thnn It really Is.
The circular skirt Is distinctly in,
the limelight Just now, but it Is
to say whether or not It will
really "take."
The type of skirt is
always an experiment, and the woman who is to have Just one suit or
frock for spring will do well to avoid
It. Circular skirts almost always sag;
that is, unless made of very firm material and most carefully shaped. too-earl-

A
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Patent Leather Hat
smart hat worn by a woman who

knows how to dress Is made of black
patent leather of a fine, thin quality,
with tiny colored wooden beads, sewed
on at regular Intervals all over ita
surface.

Sweater Dress for Kiddies

for several years, at least, will be far Knitted Garments With Long Waists
different from those of the South
and Short Plaited Skirts At.
African fields, although the formations
tract Attention.
are the same.
In Africa deep shafts are sunk, the
Among the prettiest of children's
perldotlte Is brought to the surface
writes a Paris fashion corre
and spread on drying floors for periods clothes,
spondent,
are the smart little topranging from six to eighteen months.
carrying
coats
all the fashion Ideas
The rock has the peculiar quality of seen
the motor coats of growndisintegrating when exposed to Uio air. ups. in
Very abbreviated full coats are
In Arkansas, however, except for a cut with
kimono sleeves and narrow
few places, the perldotlte already has standing
They open In the
collars.
disintegrated to a depth of about
painter's
a
like
front
smock, and are
twenty feet, and mixed with vegetable slipped on over
matter, formed a sticky clay, called ing collar usuallythe head. The standwith a bow
"gumbo" locally. This overburden of tio. The coat muy fastens
be of gray or cas"gumbo" will be worked before blast- tor color, trimmed with
bands of
ing operations are started.
brlcht peasant embroideries.
The tailored suits for children are
Sixty-EighCobbler's Aid.
of the grande dame; NothVienna. With former officers of the quite thosegoes
with the dress of the
army and navy as pupils, a shoemak-ln- g ing that
grownup Is lacking. The most favored
school has been opened here.
Among the students Is a former vice style is the stralghtllne box coat,
years old, who is usually worn without a belt of any
admiral, sixty-eigh- t
sort, or If a belt is used It Is in the
enrolled as a cobbler's apprentice
form of a trimming or side belt A

great many collars are of tfie Dutch
type, which Is so becoming to children.
On cool
days knitted sweater
dresses, with long waists nnd short
plaited skirts, are seen. Sometimes-theare untrlmmed nnd merely finished with a bonding of the same
material, and again the neck, sleeves,
and bottom of the skirt may be banded with a contrasting material.
Many little girls are seen wearing
bright colored homespun frocks embroidered in wool. One of yellow
homespun was made with a long
waist
The skirt was extremely
short nnd full. The dreu ,ns trimmed
with a running stitch of wool in several bright shades.

t,

Becoming Style.
A new millinery model, particularly

becoming to a brunette, has a circle
of ostrich feathers In attractive shades
of bronze and green and blue, over
which falls a lace veil In tete de Legr
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PRESIDENT GRANT ONCE HELD
"BABE" ADAMS OLDEST
MARANVILLE TO BE PRICELESS
PITCHER IN LEAGUES

jJiiimiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiimimiu

The Kitchen

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Veteran Pittsburgh Twirler Holds
Record in Years.
niimiiifiiiiiimiiiniimmiimimmimir;
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His Excellent Control and Knowledge
of Opposing Battera Make Him One
of the Most Valuable Hurlers
In National League.
Charles "Babe" Adams, the veteran
to the oldest pitcher in
the major leagues today,-- in point of
years of steady playing and age. Despite his age he Is thirty-seveyears
old he seems to be Improving with
each year of playing, for he shows
more control of the ball as one season
laps the other.
For instance, last year he took part
in '35 games, pitched 203 innings and
permitted only 18 bases on balls, a
little oyer one-hal-f
a pass per game.
"Old Man Control," as he is referred
to around the big circuit, faced 1,035
batsmen during the season and permitted only one in every 58 to get to
first base by the pass route. Evea
this was an improvement upon the previous year when he pitched to 1,017
batters and walked 23. This is a record of 41 passes In two yea'rs, or less
than many a pitcher has for only half
the season.
Only once during the entire season
did Adams show any wlldness at all.
This was against the Giants when ho

Pirate hurler,

n

11)21, Wutern Newspaper Union.)
The time la coming when no young
person of either sex will be considered well educated, who Is not conversant with the composition of foodstuffs, and their usee In the body, and
who does not know why cleanliness Is
ranked next to godliness. An elementary training in the principles of food
and dietetics la qui to as Important as
skill In the use of the multiplication
table, and both should be taught at
the same ape. The girl whose school
days end with the grammar grade has
not been started In life properly unless she can classify all the food products found In the market, and get good
results on her cookstove. American
Cooking Magazine.

GOOD THINGS.

EVERYDAY

A dish of onions In come form
should be served at least once a week,
and oftener If possible, In
every family.'
6tuffed Onions, Par- boll or steam six Spanish
onions, or other choice
even sized ones, one
hour. Remove from the
fire, drain and cut the
them ;
centers
from
scoop out the onion to
form a cup. Chop fine the onion re
moved, and pass through a sieve. Add
an equal measure of finely chopped
venl or chicken, cooked ; salt, pepper
and n teaspounful of minced parsley,
of a cupful of soft bread
h
crumbs,
of a cupful of butter and mix thoroughly. Put a spoonful of the mixture Into each onion,
then add a few" nuts chestnuts are
especially good If blanched and boiled
until tender.. Bake slowly one hour,
basting four times with melted butter and hot water. Fifteen minutes
before removing from the oven add a
spoonful of buttered cracker crumbs
on top of each and brown.
Serve
with a thin cream sauce, or a white
sauce made by using one tnblespoon-fu-l
each of butter and flour. When
cooked add one cupful of milk and
season with salt and pepper.
Delicioua Cheese. Itub the yolk of
d
one
egg to a paste with
a tablespoonful of olive oil or butter. Add one teaspoonful of salt
one of made mustard, one of granuh
lated sugar, and
of a
of cayenne. Mix with this
two cupfuls of grated cheese, and one
cupful of chopped chicken.
Press
Into scallop shells and bake until the
cheese Is melted.
one-fourt- h

one-fourt-

OS
The sale of Rabbit Maranvllle by
the Boston Braves Is an example of
how quickly the value of a man, quite
the same as that of any other commodity, can change with circumstances.
Wat Beyond Price.
Lust summer Barney Dreyfuss of
the Pirates wanted to buy the Babbit.
Jeorge Washington Grant, owner of
the Braves, laughed the proposal to
scorn, neglecting to put a price on the
player and declaring that he was beyond price. He said the Rabbit had
hecome an institution in Boston and
could not be allowed to depart.
- Tn
vnlnhilnn' the nnnnrpnf fickle
ness of his attitude, Mr. Grant said

that Maranvllle bud violated club
rules and got the Impression that he
was a privileged character.
"When an employee tries to run
your business It Is time to shift hlra
to other scenes," said the Boston
owner.
Value Began to Cheapen.
In other words, according to Grant,
as soon as Maranvllle learned that
Grant held him to be priceless, his
value began to cheapen because of the
acts of the player. As soon rs that
happened a price was put upon him
very quickly.
How eloquent Is this little basebnU
deal of the fact that we are what we
make ourselves.

t

CHENEY

FATHER

TIME

--Adv.

Quite prevalent Is the ground hog
hublt of hoping for spring six weeks
before It comes.
WOMENI USE "DIAMOND DYES"
Dye

Old 8klrts,
Dresses, - Walsta,
Coats, Stockings, Draperies
Everything.

Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
contains easy directions for dyeing any
article of wool, silk, cotton, linen, or
mixed
goods.
Beware ! Poor dye
streaks, spots, fades, and ruins material by giving it a "dyed-look.- "
Buy
"Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist baa
Color Card. Adv.
The giddy girl makes a merry
panion hut a sorry wife.

one-fourt-

"Babe" Adams.
one-sixt- h

Splt-Ball-

or.e-tlm-

SCkV
"?

J

com-

4

hard-cooke-

was having an off day. He permitted
three passes,
of his total for
NEED MORE THAN BIG
the entire year.
Former
Major
League
GOOD THINGS FOR OCCASIONS.
Had
VOICE TO BE "UMP"
Adums control and his knowledge
Exceptionally Good Year in
of opposing batters made hlra one of
Southern Circuit.
The following are a few dishes
e
the most valuable pitchers in the NaWhen Harry nowell,
tional leauue. He ranked next tn dra which may be enjoyed for special
splendid Brown pitcher, quit the
. Larry Cheney, the moist ball pitch- wer Cleveland Alexander In efficiency,
days:
game as, an active participant,
er, who had a long siege of service in allowing only 2.12 earned runs per
Tomato and
lie tried his hand at umpiring
''
7
the ninjors, refuses to be counted out game.
Pineapple Salad.
l
and broke In on the Texas league
by Futher Time. Larry was let tut
Remove the
Bnck In 1009 Adams, almost single- - I
circuit. Harry possessed an exVfc. v
y-by Brooklyn to the Boston Braves and handed, won the world's
skins from hot
series for
cellent voice, one that was comfinished his major league career with Pittsburgh, beating the Tigers In three
house tomatoes ;
pared to that of the late Silk
scoop out the cengames.
O'Langhlln.
ters, chill, fill
1920
In
Adams,
besides
his other
In a battle at Houston, Howell
with small cubes
achievements, also was high man for
was behind the "hat and anshutouts, with eight to his creiiir of fresh or canned pllueapple; If the
nounced the batteries of the two
fresh Is used, sweeten slightly. Set a
Alexunder was second with seven.
teams brilliantly.
Ills voice
spoonful
of mayonnaise, mixed with
was flutelike and created a
Its bulk of whipped cream,
splendid impression.
above the fruit.
The game started, and, accordTOM CONNOLLY CHASED
Chicken Custard. Beat the yolks of
ing to the Houston catcher's
four eggs until thick and stiff: add a
MAC AS CHEER LEADER
Idea, Howell missed many of
little salt, and beat into one cupful of
the bnlls and strikes. Finally,
cream. Hoot a cupful of strong,
Bill Frlel tells a good story on
he could stand It no longer.
chicken stock lu a saucepan ;
Jack McAllister, first lieutenant
Turning his head half around
eggs and cream and
add
beaten
the
to
Speuker
Trls
of
the
latCleveland
through
the
and growling
d
cook
cure,
with
stirring
until the
Indians.
ticework of mask, he said :
coats the spoon. Serve cold in
According to Bill's story the
"You can't get by on that
small custard cups with a garnish of
Indians were engaged with the
voice alone, Harry; you've got
watercress.
In
Browns
warm
a
in
eye,
series
St.
too."
4 to have an
f
Date Loaf Cake. Cream
Louis. The players of both clubs
cupful of butter with one cupful of
were keyed up to a high pitch
eggs
brown sugar; add two
and there wns much talking
and two cupfuls of flour, sifted with
from the bench, which in the
f
teaspoonful added alternately
American league Is taboo.
f
cupful of lukewarm wawith
Finally Umpire Tom Connolly,
ter, tn which one teaspoonful of sodn
who is a strict disciplinarian,
has been dissolved. Lastly stir In one
American Legion favors Missouri
motioned for Jack McAllister
pound of dates, stoned and chopped,
passing a bill to permit boxing.
to beat it After the game Frlel
with one cupful of nuts, chopped, one
approached Connolly and asked
teaspoonful of vanilla extract. Buke In
Philadelphia boasts 19 basketball
the reason fot- - Jack's dismissal.
a greased and floured pan In a slow
ieagues, comprising 100 teams.
"I didn't see him do anything,"
oven.
Larry Cheney.
explained Frlel, "and he's not a
Virginia Ham, Boiled. Wash and
Jay Gould has lost his squash title,
player and he's not the manathe Phillies. Last season he was with
scrub the ham thoroughly; let soak 30
ger so 1 don't know what right
tut he's still got his bank roll.
Columbia of the South Atlantic league
hours In cold water to cover; remove
you hod to chose him."
'
from the water and rinse; place on the
Royal Hamilton (Ont.) Yacht club pmd was the leading twlrler of that
"Well," explained Connolly In
circuit. He turned in twenty-thre- e
stove In a kettle of cold fresh water.
will construct a $50,000 clubhouse.
an Irritant voice, "he's the cheer
Bring slowly to the boiling point and
victories and was defeated six times.
leader for that bunch; that's
let simmer for five hours. Remove
- New York city high school boys are According to the latest records lie
why I canned him."
from the kettle and take off the skin
to be trulued in shooting with the ride. funned 183 batsmen with his spitter.
Larry had a fielding average of .031)
while hot.
Steamed Strawberry Shortcake.
Joe Seckett won't know whether to and hit for .247.
COTJON KNAUPP IS PRAISED Sift together two and
f
cupfuls
box Muitin or Breunan when he
f
cupful of sugar, three
of flour,
comes over.
NEW TENNIS BOWL FOR 1921
Best Second Caseman in Busineta to teaspooufuls of baking powder, a little
cupful of milk
salt and
-- Ted Ray will return from England
Develop Shortstop, Says ManEighth Longwood Cup Will Be Put
Beat one egg; add one cupful of mtlk
ager Johnny Dobbs.
to defend his natlonul open golf title
Up for Tennla Tourney rJohna-to- n
and ndd to the mixture. Turn Into a
this summer.
Lifted Seventh.
Cotton Knaupp is the best second buttered melon mold and steam for
with whipped
Scotty Hough has been
baseinun lu the world to make short- three hours. Servo-ho- t
A new Longwood bowl, the eighth
captain of the West Virginia Univer- since the start of the historic lawn stops, soys Munoger Johnny Dobbs of cream, the Juice and pulp of one cupwell
ful of,, crushed strawberries,
sity wrestling team.
tennis tourney at the Longwood C. C, the New Orleans Pelicans. - Every sweetened.
Boston, will be put up for this year's shortstop who ever played alongside
Yale News is out with a plea for an play. The seventh cup was lifted by Knaupp wus made to look good, says
lee hockey rink that Its teams may be the former national singles champion, Dobbs, complimenting Knaupp for hid
part In developing Joe Sewell.
put on the hockey map.
Win. M. Johnston last August.
BEATS

Beware I Unless you see the Dams
"Bayer" on package or on tablet you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tla
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of
cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin la the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacidester of Salicyllcacld.

WHEN A WOMAN IS NERVOUS
San Antonio, Texas. "For about
three years I have been in a run-

down condition. I would be so weak
I could scarcely get around.
I was extremely nervous, could not
sleep and was in a miserable state
when I was advised to try Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Before I had taken all of one bottle I
felt better than I had for a long
time." MRS. H. T. KNIPPA, 813
Burleson St,
All druggists. Liquid or tablets.

at times

STOMACH
SUFFERERS1

-

:

SHOULD TRY DOCTOR'S
PRESCRIPTION

one-quart-

well-season-

cus-tur-

A new remedy, made from bitter
extracts of fruit and vegetable origin,
that tones and stimulates the intestinal tract. Now on the market under the name DIGESTOIDS.
R. L. Hope, druggist of Centralla,
Mo., says: "Digestoids never fail to
Inbenefit and cure many
curable cases of indigestion."
Get a package' of DIGESTOIDS today, on a Money Back Guaranteo, at
your druggist 50 cents.

one-hal-

well-beate- n

Squibs of Sport

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-quart-

"

si.
GENUINE

O

o
DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for
ir
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'
We pay freight on $10.00 or over.

N. M

Roswell.
4"M'4'

I

P.lnto cn.l Wall

f

-

OLIVE

Year In

knows o

ii

iip!iot:o

ITEMS
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Gcods not
Order ii received.
"perfeclally Satisfactory can te

Fred Grave3 and John Metcalf
were in Elida, making proof on
their additional homesteads.
J. R. Morris made a business 11
trip to Elida, Tue3day.
Jame3 M. Jordan was attend 11
ing to business in Elida, last
week.

'

--

8--

ar.d ask to include with every

20

IJ2I.
Claimant v.anies as witnesses:.
Joe C. Ain;;vort!i, JamcT A. Mnnis,
these of Miluesand, N. M. Ien K.
Warren, George Fanner, these of'
Jenkins, N'. M.
miS ai5
Emmett P.itton. Register.

ordtr,

36 inch Domestic for S1.00.

10 yards

day of April iq2l.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Levi D. Deering. Harvey L.
John E. Deeri..g, John F. Stur-mami8 ai5
all of Olive, N. M.
W. R. McGill,
Regioiei

Kenna, Tuesday. '
There was a heard of cattle
passed through this vicinity last
Tuesday, westerwardiy
bound
but we ailed to learn the Jwn- :
ers name.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Good visited
relatives at Kenna, Sunday

Si

A'OTICG FOR

Roswell Pump Co,

$

6--

J

8--

9

Roswell Mattress and Rug Co.
Mattress Manufacturing and
Renovating. Carpet
Cleaning. Satisfaction

192 1.

Claimant names as witnesses:
James A. Morris, Alexander Webb,
these o'i Milncsand, N. M. Mrs. Sallie
Miller, of Jenkins, N. M. Lon J.
Pats of Eli la, N. M.
m:8 ars
Emmett Pattop. Recisler.

New

lT.

ion

PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.
--

Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that Harry
T. V'enable, of Kenna, N. M., who, on
My 3i
made orig. Hd. E. No.
019328. for Lots 1. & 2, EKNWtf,
MvV, Section 3", Township 5. S, K.

t4

0

Mrs. Maud Smith, Pres.
Portales,

W-- '

New Mexico. -

"eeV

wvjr

Patronize Home
ndustry
0
Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense in helping
Kansas farmers toward prosperty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home?

Try a Sack Today.
Its GUARANTEED
Bring
Satisfied,
Not
it Back and
If
Get Your MONEY.

For Sale

H.

Kenna,
41

m

By

White,

E.

,.

N.
47

Roswell

next Monday

Notice for Fubltcation
U.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

M.

morning at eleven o'clock. This March i'2, 1921.
is the second Monday of. April, Notice is hereby given that John A.
of Kenna, N. . M. who
Beavers,
the day of the regular monthly onjan., 25, 1921, made add
H. .
auction and sales day. Ih? No. 048650, for StfSJi, Sec 24,
Rge 3O.E
Roswell department is ranked WW,Sec. 2i, Trp.
as one of the best in the whol N. M. V. Meridian, has filed notice cf
to make final three year proof
southwest and Are chief Charles intention
to establish claim to the land above deVVhiteman is arranging some scribed, before Alvin C. White, U. S
special stuff for the entertain- Commissioner atNWXSec. ten T.
,
N. M. on the 2o, day of
ment of the large crowds expect
R.
ed in Roswell that day. Theie April iqai.
Ctatnut ItnM m witnesses:
will be other entertainment fea
Judson T. Abbott, John A. Rogerp,
tures too The Juvenile Band, Luther M. Cannichacl, Willani H.
which is getting a reputatioj all Cooper, all of Kenna, N. M. nu8 aij
over the southwest, will be on
Emmett Patton, Register.

A

Al

is 4mmf-m-

i

6--

the job the greater part of the
day. Arf effort is being made to
have a Junior school team play
one of the junior league teams
in Roswell that afternoon, and
while arrangements have not yet
been completed it is hoped that
arrangements can be completed
so thit Dexter, Hagerman or
some other community which can
provide a base ball team of beys
under sixteen will play one of
the Roswell junior teams. 'At
night a boxing aontest under the
auspicies of the American Legion
is on the cards at the Armory.
The auction sale of live stock
and farm implements will begin
at Keel's wagon yard on East
Second street promptly at one
o'clock. While only a limited
amount of stuff reached the
printer in time to be included on
the regular advertised list other
articles have since come in and
there will be plenty of stuff to
please the buyers who are need
ing anything.

Rbswsll, N. M.

313 So. Main St.

6--

Will.Apprcciate a share
of your Abstract business.
S.

i't,

Srr

0-

in

1

Guaranteed

Day.

l'ort Sumtr.

'1

r

Wind Mills, fcngins, Kumps, AiicaDe3tos
Liquid Roof COATING.
Roswell, New Mexico.

Roswell Has
Monthly Auct
ion and Sales

s,

Department of the interior'

0

me,m'sB'

3o-E-

"

Office,

M.

N.

.

8--

Notice for I'ulillrntlon.

ql

Co,

Jouce-Pru- it

Roswell,

rUBtlCATlOJJ.
Department of the Interior
H. T. Jones is transacting
U. S. Lund Office at Roswell, N. M.
Notice business in Portales, this week.
March 12, 1921.
r
is herey given that Harold Eakins
Crosby, of Kenna, N. M. who, on
Coal oil 5 gollons for 90 cents
Jan. 7, 1918, made orig H. E. 042724,
forEji, Sec 17, and who on Jan. 14, at II. E. Whites.
Notice for Publication
igl-J- .
made additional H.E. No. 044895,
Department of the Interior
,
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. for Wy,, Sec. i7,Twj..
Rge
Mcb, i2, 1921.
N'ot ice is hereby N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
'
e t
...
. ti
1
i
,iveii mai iv alter
intention to make final three year proof,
l.. Kogers, 01 jeiiK-inX. M., who, on April 22, 1916, to establish claim to the land above
made orig. I Id. E. O31028, for
described, before Alvin C. White,
SE1;, Section 20. NtfNE.V. U. S. Commissiorer at NWX, Sec.
Sec. 35, and who on July 16 1918 made ten T.
N. M. on the 20,
K. 31-add
II. E. No.
oaOist,
fori day ofApril. 1921.
Township
S;',, Ssr;tion
25.
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M. P, Meridian, has
Range 34-Joe W. Wilcox, Richard J. Cato,
filed notice of intention to make final William T. Coopir, Arch H. Eaves, all
three year proof, to estabish claim to of Kenna, N. M.
nu8 aij
the land above described, before Wm.
Emmett Patton, Register.
K. Blanchard, IT. S. Commissioner, at
The Roswell Fire Department
Jenkins, N. M. on the 20, clay of April
will put on a special demonstrat

H

iH
0
If

1.1

E, and on Oct. 13,' 1921), made add Tuesday assisting hi3 neighbor
M.E.0ty648,for Ni , Sec. 14, Township Mr. Metcalf in making his proof.
N. M. P. MeridRange 28-George Graves and U. Grant
ian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three year' proof, to Adams were business visitors in
establish claim to the land above describ Elida, this week.
)
ed, before Alvin C. White, U. S. Com'
H. B. Lucas motored over to
missioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the

30-E-

0
$

ii

Writs far Samples

2S

35-E-

3

a

returned.

Man ford Elkins was in Elida,

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
March i2, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Bob Preston, of Milncsand N. M. who ou Sept.,
24, 1919, mada orig H. E. No. 04439'),
for SEAC, Sec. 24, NE.Vi Section 25,
and
Township 8S.. Range
who on September 24, 1919, made add
II. E. O46J0), for NM. Sec. 30rwp.
.
N. M. P. Meridian,
Range
has filed notice of intention to make
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above describod before William
U. Blanchard, I'. S. Commissioner at
Jenkins, N. M. on t!is 2 3 day of April

M;ir-.- h

o
n

the day the

Will make shipment

11

em

-

44-

m1

a
a

Mail Orders

II
Adyanoo

New Alexico

Tlanipl
Poir,

Mattel.

3uhscrpllon $1.00 Par

faassi

i

SEND US YOUR

and Mrs. A. C. White

Entered Febnurr Hih 19u7 at the Keunt,
second Clan
.4tw Mexico, Post Oi7.ce,

General Real Estate

Elida,

WEEKLY

3i-E-

no tick ron pcriicatiok.

Department of the Interior
at Roswell, N. M.
March 15, igzi.
Notice is hereby gi en that George W.
U. S. Land Office

Reed, of JeDkms, N. M. one of the hen s
of Lucy Davis, deed, who on Jan. 24,
1916, made H.E. No. 033851, for
Range 34-Section 3, Tvp
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before William R.
Dlauchard, U. S. Commissioer at
Jenkins, N.M. on the 2i day of April

E,

Notice for f at'UcatleB.
Department of the Interior
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M
Notice is berey given
Feb. 23, 1921.
that Dora M. Murphy, of Dkue, Okla.,
widow of Miles P. Murphy, deceased who o March, 24, 1916, mads
orig., Hd. E. No. 013741), fer SEX,
R. 27 E, and- on Dec.
,Sst. 15, T.
27, 1918, made add H. E. 016789, for
SiNEX, EjiSEJf, Section 10, and
NE.V, Sect on 15, Twp.
Rang
27-N. M. P. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof to estslish claim to the land
above described before A. D. Chatten,
U. S. Commissioner, at Elkins, N. M
o the 14, div of April 1921.
Claimant names as wiMieoea:
James W. Hrawley, ot Duke, Okl.
John F. Van Eaton, of Elkins, N. M.
Will R. Jones, Thomas L. Moors
these of Olive, N. M.
mil a8
W. R. McGill. Register.
8

n se ie

HIGH ART TAILORING
-0-

CLEANERS,

g--

-

TAILORS

AND

' HATTERS
Work Neatly Done,
-- 0-

103

west Fourth

Roswell, N.

M

1921.

riatwaot names as wtiDesses:
V!rgil A. Mauldin, Lawrence A. Grey,
George! W. Watson, A. Turner Hutch-ersoall of Jenkins, N. M. nuH aij

n

Emmett Patton, Reiriater.

G. W..ZFNK,
JEWELER.

Dr. Chas. A. Staehlin
Optemetrist and Optician
EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY.
.

Roswell, New Mexico.
- M.

W. Hodgas

Hdlson & Victor

Phonographs,
New Records Received Onde
A Month.

Roswell,

-

N. M.

RANGE CATTLE and 8IIEE?
COMMISSION DEALER
121 North

Main

Roiwell,

It

M

THE KEN

-

N A

RECORD

LOCALS

The Long
Fellow

I'
11

b

Typewriter Ribbons

Portales, last Saturday.
Mis3 Josie Gocd came up from
Roswell, and spent the week end

with

Or the short one gets a good fit
in Clothes here.
r
or
Suits now ready, for
Your Selection

home-folk-

Mrs.

re

I?

?.

Cobean Stationery Shop.

need anything or not

ft.

1

the

5S ELMS!
,

WILL BRING OUR CATALOG I

week-en- d

Roswell Seed Co.

with her parents

Roswell, N. M.

Jodie Zumalt deputy sheriff of "
Chaves county has been attending to official business here a few
days thl3 week.

New Mexico.

Notice for Publication.

Peltee tor i'HhiUutiou.
(
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Miss Bejlah Fry cam? np from
March 12, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that: Minton Roswell, last Friday and spent a
Graves, of Boaz, N.M. who on July 12. few days with homei'olks.
1918, made add Hd. E., 037126, for
S X N E X , EX N W X , S W U N W , E X
SWX, NW.VHWX, Section 1, TownW. B. McCombs returned Sun,
ship,
Range
N.
M. day from Roswell, and El Paso,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tiont- where he had sbent
several days
make final three. year proof, to
attending
to
businers
matters.
establish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, at NW', Sec. Ten T.
Mr?. W. P. Littlefield returnR. 31-N.M. on the 20 day of
ed home from Roswell, the first
April IQ2I

Department of the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
March n, iy2t.
Notice is hereby given that Sallie
Miller, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on
March 17, 1916, made II E,
No.
0J433O, ior:Ni, Sec. 25, Township
.
Range
N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before Wm.
R. Bladchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, n. M. am 'the 20 day of April,
6-- S

Your Name on a Postal Card

at Clovis.

E. J. Williams

Roswell,

"SEE IT

Miss May Hicks who, teaches
at the White Chapel school spent

I

34-E-

S--

New Mexico.

Roswell,

J. W. Good arrived last

Saturday from El Paso, Texas,
where she has been visiting her
son, Grover and family, and will
be here some time visiting her
son, Frank and family before
returning to her home at Grand
Prairie, Texas.

When you come
to Roswell Monday to
the monthly Auction come
and Bee us whether you

3o-E-

-

115-11-

S. Main,

7

X

St.,

!.

!

.

HI,'

Shop Made Saddles & Cow Boy Boots.
Write for Catalog
We make and repair auto tops and seat covers. Work
guaranteed. Mail us your shoes, for repairing.

E. T. Ammonett,
2to V Main Sircct
Roswell. N. M.

L.

4co Texas, St.

El Paso, Texas.

o

1931.

Claimant names as witnesses:

6--

E. R. Brasher,

I'"

Hard To Bsat Slogan

James A. Morris, Alexander Webb,
Up
Methods.
ttieie of Milnesvd, N. M. Lon J.
the
of
week
where
- mmmwm mm nilUt)COIi
spent
she
has
S
Pate, of Elida, N. M. Walter L.
116, W. 2nd., St.
Charley E. Net, Elmer Fernstrom, the past several weeks visiting
Rogers, of Jenkins, N. M. mi8
ais Henry Ernst, Etta Ernst, all of Boa,
relatives.
Emmett Patton. Register.
N. M,
mi8 ai5
Emmett Patton. Register.
M(. March 22, ig.21.
Notice is hereby given that Edgar E.
Doc Roberts was up from
the latter part of last week. Lee, of Kenna, N. M. who, on March 2.

Roswell Laundry Co.

j

us your bundle by Parcel
Post. We pay all Re-

Se,nd

turn CHARGES.

Everything washed.
In SOFT Water.

Roswell Laundry Co.
New

ATexIco.

to-dat-

Positive Guarantee.

e

Roswell, N. M.

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior
1' S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
made add H. E. No. 0104W, N. M, Mar, 26, ij2i.
Notice is
1921,
kx- SE', Sec. 7, NE.V, NE.VSEtf, hereby given that Harvey
U. Lucas,
l'S,
of Olive, N. M. who on Jany., 17,
Township
Section

J. A. Cooper is serving on the
N.
M. V. Meridian, rgig, made orig. H. E. No. 017982, for
at Portale?, this Range 2)-filed notice of intention to make SXSX, Sec. 1, SEX, Sectio 2, T.
lias
week.
K.

Petit-jur-

Roswell,

Carbon Paper'.

&

This is a brand of goods that wo stand behind and
if they are not pond, we will make them so. We carry
ribbons for all kind3 of Typewriters and all colors of
Carbon Paper Call and see us or send in your Order.

Ready-to-wea-

Made-to-measu-

COSTASHO"
nan n

cf

P. Littlefield, Mr. and
Mrs. T. D. Cothran were i n
W.

y

-

to establish claim
and on April .9, fgTfl.
described, before made add. H.E.01S59S, forNEU'NEV,
Sec 12, T.
U. 27-Lots 6. 7. EX-SS. CommissionCommissioner, G. T. Littlefie'd
Lots 1. 2. NEYNWtf.
V.Sec.f.,
on
of
day
the
27
has been in Pcrtales, this week
Range 28-Sec, 7, Twp.
N.M.R.
meeting in regular session with
Meridian has filed notice of intention to
Claimant names as fitnesses:
the other members of hi3 board. Joseph A. Cooper, Frank Good, Joe make final three year proof, to establish
K. Evans, George T. Littlefield, all of claim to the lau l above described, b
Kenna, N. M.
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Commif-ione- r,
ni25 a22
Ase Cuffy passed
through
V. It. McGill, Register.
at Keium. N.M. on the 5, day
of May rj2r.
town Wednesday
to
Claimant names a wltaeat:
Roswell.
Henry T. Jones, George A. Melons,
Oscar H. Ile vatt, William E. Luca,
.Wesley Wilkinson and J. C
i.ll of Olive, X. M.
ai a29
Mabry were up from the Wi kin-soW. If McGi'll. ltegister.'
final three yaar proof ,
to the land aboved
Alvin C. While, U.
er, at Kennn, N. M.
April 1921.

27-E-

E

5--

en-rou- te

'

n

ranch Wednesday.
6:

STUDENTSSAVE

MONEY

Frank Good was a business
visitor in Portales, yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lpslie While
have been visiting relatiC3 in
Carlsbad, and Roswell, this week.
Ambros the little eighteen
old fon of Mr. an-- Mrs.
months
Business School,
W. A. Fry, had the misfortune
HI S, Richardson,
Box 405,
Roswell, N. M.
of getting one of his fingers cut
eff at the first joint this
while playing with an older
- -WW
brother.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
nnce 01 intention to make dual throe
SB.
r.
Mrs. C. II. Sims and sr n, Howyear proof, to establish claim to the
and above described, before Alvin C. ard, and Mrs. G. T. Littlefield
Medicine
and children w'ere shopping in
White, U. S. Commissioner, at N W,V,
R. 3i-Sec. T.
N. M. on the 20 Portales, Tuesday.,
Room in the Business School- while attending
school, get a nicely furnished room cheaper
than elsewhere, and be right there where you
can have the privilege of practicing more on
the typewriter and using the reference books.
-

Standard
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wt-e-
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Ic9e,

Obstetric,

Office Odd Fellows Bldg.

Elida.

N. M.
j

Q

DAVID L. GEYER

ilar
A

a-- -

At.

$
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ffOTICS FOB rUBJ.ICATIOX,
'
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
March it, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Hugh B.
Wagoner, of Kenna, N. M., who, on
Oct. i6, 1919, rasde Hd. E. No. 046:0a,
for EX, Sec. 34, Township
Range
8--

day of April 1921.
Mr. and Mrs. Cranford Coor-e- r
Claimant names as w'tnesses:
of sClovis, announce the arrivJohn A. Kimmons, Richard j. Catn,
William T. Cowgill, these nf Kenna . al of a little son in their home
N. M. Henry Ernst, of Boa, N. M.
Friday April 1st.

CALIFORNIA
ic benefits
Iitm.l rf f'
and wondorl'ul a luremiMiU
for those who seek heulth or
i

recreation.
You niA.y etoj) over at the
Grand Canyon of Arizona,
on your way.
For particu'ars as to train
service, fairs, etc.', moo the
loc.il Agent or write

ka-for-

April

T. B. Gallaher,
Gen

Pas-enrt-

ir

A.

J. livans,.

).' 1.
l,

Agsnt.

Amarillo, Texas.

0--

i

Claimant, names as witnesses:
Harvey L. White, Luther M.
Willie A. Fry, Leslie White,
11125 a22
all of Kenna. N. M.
W. It. McGill. Re,i8tT.

otloe for Fnl'IleuHon.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
ini8ai$
Notice is
March
i2, iy2i.
Emmett Patton. Register.
herebygiven that Thomas K. Neoly.of
Kenna, N. M.l.o on Jan., in, qt,
made add H.E No 04S6o), for SE,Vi,
N. M. l
Sec. 26, Twp.
Range .
Mi
o- -o
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
XI. iS. YZcmmlisioner,
I!
tomake final three yeur proof, to estabDi
lish claim tothe land above described,
Obstotrlcs A Soeclalt v
before Alvin C. White, U.S.Comniis
ffice Room ii, ist., National
ank
sioner, at NW;4', Sec. Ten T.
It.
J(fct Full Oft Suh of Post Offtc,
Bldg.
31 E, N. M. on the 20 day of April 1921
-:- New Mexico.
Itoswell,
Phone:
88
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. Abbott, Luther M.
Judson
:
:
:
EUDAJ
N. M.
these of Kenna, N, M. John
KOTICE FOU J CBLICATIOBI.
D. Daniel, yhiiley D. Lemons, these
Local Surgeon for Santa Fe Ry
Department of the Interior
of Elida, K- - M- nuS ai5
-- r.t
U. S. LpuJgflice at Fort Sumucr, 'N.
Emmett Patton. Register.

S)an G. lavage,

rriaKiiPRACTiec

SPECIALTY.
N.
R4IWILL.

6--

A'otlce for fu'illratltta.
Department of tbe Interior, U. S.
Office at Fort Sumner, R.
March 17. io2t.
Notice is heVehy given that Fiauie
L. 'JVague, of Kenna, N. M. wbo, on
May 15, 1918, made add Hd. E. No
for
0155K7,
SEV, EKSW,V, Sec.
15, r.iNV,!j', Section 22, Townskip
N.
Range
M.
29-1.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
e
claim to the land above described
Alvin C.White, V. S. Conimisien-er- ,
at Kenna, N. M, mi the 2"!, day of

30-E-

00

6--
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(J.

Notice for roblleatiea.
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

NT.

Mareh 12, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Joseph C.
A ins worth, of M ilnesarul, N.M. whs, on

August

made H.F. 04423s far
Section 9, NEV. S;.
Rge
NW.V.Sec. 8, Tivp.
M. 1'. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
before William It. lilanchard.
U. S. Commissioner, at Jenkins, N. M.
on the 2o day of April igti.
Clalmnnt names as witness:
Link Smith, George Farmer, lieu
R. Warren, these of Jenkins, N. M.
James A. Morris, of Miluesand, N. M.
11118
ai5
Emmett Tatton, Register.
16, 191S,

NSKtf, WX.

8--
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THE KENNA PECORD
IVOMEII WHO

ENEMY OF WORLD

CANNOT WORK
Read Mrs. Corley' Letter and
Benefit by Her Experience
Edmund, S.C. "I was run down with
nervousness and female trouble and suf
fered every month.
I was not able to do
any work and tried a
lot of medicine, but
pot no relief. I saw
I
your medicine advef- in a little booK
Itised was thrown in
door, and I had
not taken two bottles
of Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable

Compound before I
could see it was help

ing me. I am keeping house now and
am able to do all of my work. I cannot
say enough for your medicine. It haa
done more for me than any doctor. I
have not paper enough to tell you how
much it has done for me and for my
friends. You may print this letter if
you

wish."

Elizabeth

C.

and sjstematlcnlly at all
places. Itnt poisons, especlnlly barium
carbonate preparations as recently de
veloped by the biological survey,
should be employed. In furthering the
destruction of the rat, community or
civic organization Is of the greatest
Importance. It docs no good to drive
the rats from one cellar Into the next
If they are allowed to breed unmolested In their new quarters. When
the campaign is made general the pest
Is allowed no rest nnd no opportunity
to Intrench In a new position.
In connection with the extermina
tion campaigns, preventive measures
should be employed against the rodent.
First among these Is the protection of
all food supplies. This Is of prime
importance. The removal and destruction of refuse Is the next step Jn prevention, as abandoned dumps and piles
of waste material furnish excellent
shelter and food for the rats that have
been driven from the houses and cellars.
Building Should Be Rat Proof.
AH buildings should be
by the liberal use of cement and tin.
should be a prominent
specification In all new construction
and it should be applied to older buildings In the form of repairs. All drain
outlets should be sealed with wire
cages, or similar protective tlevlces.
With the food supply locked away
from him, and his shelter gone, starvation and exposure will add to the effectiveness of work win- - traps and
poisons and the menace of the rat will
cease to be a real hazard against
American lives and property.

RAT IS SERIOUS

Corley,

care of A. P. Corley, Edmund, S. C.
Ability to stand the strain of work is
the privilege of the strong and healthy,
but now our hearts ache for the weak
and Bickly women struggling with their
daily rounds of household duties, with
backaches, headaches, nervousness and
almost every movement brings a new
pain. Why will not the mass of letters
from women all over this country, which
we have been publishing, convince such
women that Lydia E. Pmkham's Vegetable Compound will help them just aa
surely as it did Mrs. Corley?

Insect Is So
Dangerous and Persistent
in Doing Harm.

No Other Animal or

INFLICTS

IMMENSE

DAMAGE

Value of Food and Property Destroyed
Annually by Each Individual
Rat It Estimated at $21
Efficient Germ Carrier.
by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
The necessity of a campaign of un
varying eflicleney ngalnst the common
brown rnt, Is on outstanding one. No
other animal or insect Is so dangerous
(Prepared

d

and persistent an enem' nnd no other
enemy succeeds In Inflicting the damage that the rat annunlly Imposes up
on humanity. The rat population of
the United States Is at least equal to
the human population, and the same
ratio holds true for practically every
country under the sun. The bureau
of biological survey, United States
Department of Agriculture, places the

'
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HENS WITHOUT WHEAT

HOW DOCTORS

GIVE GOOD RESULTS

TREAT COLDS
:

AIIDJIIE

1.

FLU
"'

First Step in Treatment la a Brislc
Purgative With Calotabs, th
Purified and Refined Calomel
Tablets that are Nausea
less, Safe and Sure.

More Eggs Obtained From Pen
of Rhode Island Reds.

....
.

Sr-

Containing Only 15 Per Cent
Meat Scrap Gave Very Satisfactory Results Experimenting With Green Feeds.

Mash

"

thor-oiighl-

Every Rat Costs the Nation $2, a Total
of $200,000,000 Annually.

CIGARETTE

EXCELLENT

Lucky Strike Is the

Gulicura Soap
For the Hands
IDEAL- -

mi

50c, Talcua

th.

iiid drink

I ho tod.IT. I. will .wsimilar do
.nd
blood and
T. ?til ipurlff 7
tine. ?l
Terr mark.
to
,"ur

woufd

K
itbn
S4r. drusll's.

resUtem-- a

OXU'INK

fen

si Tour

P

Air.

U-

-

"

it ul H

cO B S

W. N.

Oklahoma City, No141921.

M.

Sweet clover is an excellent plant
to grow for the land's sake under
many conditions, and where It does
not grow well now It can be made to
grow well by applying ground limestone to the soil. It will add humue
and nitrogen to the soil rapidly when
plowed under, thereby increasing the
fertility of the soli In these essential
factors.

2x,

OXIDINE IN HOT WATER
Near Method Discoyeresl for 'Wardieg
f
, .
oil Cold, aad Flu.
Ins naif glass
P,.t ublsspooriful of OXIDINE
same manner as
In

J',,

Him.

conexperiments
ducted by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, last fiscal year,
show that practically as good results
can be obtained without wheat as with
It in a ration. The Khode Island Reds,
In the wheatless pen, averaged 140
eggs, while those In the pen receiving
wheat averaged 134 eggs. Good results
were obtained with the use of garbage
until the warm weather began, when
there was considerable mortality, due
apparently to the 'garbage spoiling.
This work Is being repeated this year
with much more satisfactory results,
the garbage being fed In a trough on
a large wooden feeding board, which
prevents It from getting on the ground
nnd decaying.
In the use of vegetable proteins the
relative order of production Is the
same as it was last year. No success
has followed an attempt to substitute
completely vegetable protein for animal protein.
The ration used last
year, a mash containing only 15 per
cent meat scrap as compared with 20
to 25 per cent in the ordinary mashes,
gave very satisfactory results with the
heavier breeds, especially the Plymouth Rocks, In keeping the birds la
good physical condition and fertility,
though the egg yield was not quite
so good as when the higher per cent
of meat scrap was used.
New experiments were begun during
the year with given feeds, comparing
alfalfa meal with sprouted oats and
comparing these rations with one in
which vegetables were supplied. While
none of these green feeds have shown
marked Increased production over any
other, the results have emphasized the
Importance arid value of that form of
food when given In a variety.

s

,'

X
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One of the latest to testify regarding the powers of Tanlac, the celebrated medicine which has been accomplishing such remarkable results,
is James J. Beasley, 102 Elmdorf
Avenue, Rochester, New York. Mr.
Beasley has been chief record keeper
for the Department of Water Works,
city of Rochester, for thirty years
and Is a well known and highly respected citizen. In referring to the
remarkable recovery of his health by
the use of Tanlac, Mr. Beasley said:
"I have been trying for ten years
to find relief from' a case of dyspepsia. Nothing ever helped roe to
amount to anything until I got Ton-laThis Is saying a great deal, for
I did everything It seems that a man
could do to find relief. Of course, I
was hardly ever sick enough to go to
bed nnd was most always able to
keep going, but I Just never felt
right. At times during those ten
years, my stomach" would become
sour like vinegar. I would have an
uncomfortable bloated up feeling after eating that would last for hours.
I suffered a great deal from nausea.
At times my heart w,puld flutter and
palpitate and I would become alarmed
over my condition. My nerves were
on edge nil the time, nnd I became
Irritable, nervous and restless. I had
no strength or energy to do anything.
In fact I wasn't like myself at nil.
Even a week or two ago It was nn
effort for me to get out of my chair
and I felt as stiff and clumsy as an

i

,
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FOR LAND'S SAKE

Where 8weet Clover Does Not Thrive
Well an Application of Limestone Is Favored.

toasted cigarette.

Soap 25c, Ointment 23

Prominent Rochester Citizen Tried Ten Years To
Get Relief, But Tanlac Is
Only Thing That Helped

lIT-TaLI-

iPILitS

JAMES J. BEASLEY
Of Rochester, New York.
'old work horse.'
"It Is reully remarkable what Tanlac has accomplished In my case. It
has relieved me entirely of Indigestion, I never hare that distressing
eating, and I
feeling any more
feel perfectly fine in every way. I
will always feel grateful for what
this wonderful medicine has done for
me and I am only too glad to give' It
my heartiest endorsement."
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Adv.

afr
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Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
and Regnlate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
take 83 SUgar. Ccnulntlear$lgnalun-yn- g
'

Small PilL SmaU Dose.

Small Price.

No Cart Along.
The girl walked briskly. Into the
store and dropped her bag on the counter. "Give me a chicken," she said.
"Do you want a pullet?" the storekeeper asked.
"No," the girl replied. "I wanta
carry It." Brown Bull.

No Shortage.
"I rented a house In the Street of
Dreams," sings a poet. Well, even a
poet can pay the rent of that kind of
a house. Boston Transcript.

Catarrh Can lie Cured

KILL RATS TODAY

Catarrh is a local disease greatly influenced by constitutional
conditions. - It
therefore requires constitutional
treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
is taken Internally and acts through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces ot
HALL'S CATARRH
the System.
MEDICINE destroys the foundation of
the disease, gives the patient strength by
Improving the general health and assists
nature In doing Its work.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Bad Form.
"Judge, I wasn't trying to flirt with
this young lady."
"She says you culled her Treclous.' "
"I was talking to myself."
"Then you ought not to call yourself
pet names. Ten dollars and costs."- Birmingham
Age-Heral-

The man in the honey-moo- n
creation of the imagination.

is no

Using
the Genuine

V
i

GTE A HNS'
PASTE
ELECTRIC Mloa.
Oopkroarhea,

The snarsnttwd "killer" for Rat.
Ant and WBWrtur8 the ureatst known carrtura
of dlsnaso. Thy duntroj both food and propertf.
Btnarns' Bloclrto laai forooe these pests to run
f mni the building for watr and f rwsn air.
RKADY FOR C8K BETTER THAN TRAPS
Directions In 16 languages in erery box.
TWO tlaes, 86c and ll.W. Hnooeh to kill SO to U0 rat.
V. H. Oovernment bays It.

ARE MEN VAIN?,

Of course they are, just like
women, except they don't let on
bo much. Every man and woman
wanta three things health, good
looks and money. Good looks
depend upon health, and health
depends largely upon the blood.
If your blood isn't pure and
Out of Order.
plentiful, you need Dr. Pierce's
"That motion Is out of order," said Golden Medical Discovery, the
the cliulrman of a political meeting as
he saw a rowdy raising his arm to reliable blood tonic, invigorator
and purifier. Nothing but vegthrow an egg. I'eurson's Weekly.
etable ingredients in it posiNo ugly, grimy streaks on the tively no alcohol. It is safe for
clothes when Red Cross Ball Blue Is every one in the family to take.
used. Good bluing gets good results. Send Dr. 1 'ierce's Invalids' Hotel
All grocers carry It 5c.
in Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for trial
package Tablets.
Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
Itching and red rough hands. Adv.
On rising and retiring

Strike. Decause

IS

Dffl

ment of Agriculture.)

Poultry-feedin-

value of the food and property destroyed annually by each Individual
rat at $2. Keeping well within the
boundaries of conservatism this means
that each year. In this country alone,
we produce ?200,0OO,000 worth of food
to no other purpose thnn to feed our
rats. In another way, 200,000 men In
the United States are devoting ajl
monia.
'
One Calotab onTfte tongue at bed their labor to the maintenance of 100,- time with a swallow of water that's 000,000 rots.
all. No salts, no nausea nor the slightIs Efficient Germ Carrier.
est interference with your eating, pleas
But
the rodent's enmity Is far from
your
morning
cold
ure or work. Next
has vanished, your liver is active, your being satisfied by this huge economic
system is purified, and you are feeling Injury. A frequenter of all the places
fine, with a hearty appetite for break
that are vile and loathsome, the rat
fast. Druggists sell Calotabs only in Is a most efficient germ carrier. The
crirfnlil sealed packages, price thirty- - germs of the dreaded "black death"
five cents. Your money will be cheer
have killed more human beings than
fully refunded if yon do not una then all the wars of the world's history,
aeiigutiui.
Aav.;
and these germs are Introduced Into
the human system by the bite of a
rot flea. In India, no longer ago than
1800, the bubonic plague killed 9,000,-00- 0
persons. In Europe, during the
Fourteenth century, It Is believed to
have brought death to 25,000,000 human beings. Other diseases, almost
as dreodful, are traced to the common
rat. Thus, from the standpoint of
public health, as well as from the necessity of controlling the drain upon
the public purse. It Is essential that
the rat be exterminated. Once the extermination Is complete, or as nearly
so as modern methods will permit, every precaution must be taken to pre
vent the rat from multiplying nud re
gaining lost ground.
Exterminating Plans.
No
Trapping should be done continuously

cigarette has
the same delicious
flavor as Lucky

ill
is lit m

RESULTS

(Prepared by the United States Depart-

r Doctors

Lave found by experience
that no medicine for colds and Influenza can be depended upon for full efy
fectiveness until the liver is made
active. That is why the first
step in the treatment is the new, nausea-les- s
colomel tablets called Calotabs,
.which, are free from the sickening and
weakening effects of the old style calomel. Doctors also point Out the fact
that an active liver may go a long way
towards preventing influenza and is one
of the most important factors in enabling the patient to successfully withstand an attack and ward Off pneu-

t

Aadr.wfc B.d.lla.

Learn Cost of Production.

One of the big things nodern farmers are learning Is the keeping of
accounts, and learning therefrom what It costs to produce furin

te

crops end animals.
Successful

means givand taking ; conceding a point for
burluony- - Neither you nor
s"ke
other fellow can have his own way
r
the time.

BURN CHINCH BUG NESTS
Chinch bugs have made their
appearance in certain ports of
the United States.
One chinch bug destroyed now
may prevent the production of
hundreds to Infest your wheat
field later.
Chinch bugs pass the winter
and early spring"' In wild grass"
and leaves, especially along
hedges and fences and in the
edges of woodlands adjoining
cultivated fields.
Burn gmsses, leaves and other trash where the bugs may
have found winter refuge. The
bugs not burned will be killed
by exposure to the weather.
Clean up all trash and rubbish
which may harbor the Insects In
winter.

th:
all

'

UltilNF

Treat Wheat for 6mut.
Treat your wheat foios'uut before

eeaing.

t "TSSs
gS"
lis

anJ MornW.

y'-they Twitch,
Smart or Burn, If Sore,
EVtrC Irritated. Inflamed or
iUUil s.lt Granulated.useMurine
often. Xoothee,
Safe for
Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write (or
Free Eye Book. Ksrtas Er feasts' fX, CUa

Mi1!
o

SuccesHf'il

ing
the

Near Bait.
Kulcker "Does Smith still enjoy
fishing?" Bocker "Yes; he has built
n pond In his cellar."

ri

WOOLEN
CLOTH
Velours, Pole Cloth
Verjr latest pattens.

Sport Skirting, etc,

UaqueAooablr

good m.Wfuit

DIRECT FROM THE MILl.

Writs for pries, and samples NOW. You will be
surprised how inexpensively you can buy material
for your am coat, skirt or suit.
Waasookoag Woolen Mills. Dept. 0. Keen. N. IL

12G

KAssroia JAcnr.

I hare s baivaln tor you, emue quint.

W. L.

CU

lOW'H JAt K. Jrllu
liapiua, Iowa

THE KENNA RECORD

CiUer Every Meal

n n nr,n r n rir
'
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Tha most widely oad remedy In tha
World to overcome th. staanaUnt
effects ol catarrh. Catarrh is
sUent and Inildious In its

ri L L a)
U
wJ
cabdTi0!tKept PA&ht
if

J

J

PROVED EFFECTIVE BY A
FIFTY YEARS TRIAL

n
UV.-1-
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DEMAND FOR SAFE ROADWAYS
Kind of Protection Should Be
Provided to Keep Cars) From
Skidding Off Dirt Roads.

6om

What value do we place on a human
life? To Judge by some of the roads
over the country It Is not much. Lives
are lost many times where a few dollars or a little extra time would make
a road safe enough so that taking a
ride along them on a. rainy day In an
auto would not be such a
experience as Is often. the case now,
says a writer In Successful Farmer.
Recently a friend of mlue was driving along a road within a half mile of
a small town and ran Into a ditch six
feet deep, upsetting his car and smashing things up generally, though he escaped unhurt, and had no one with
him. Many complaints had been mnde
about that road, but nothing was done
by anyone. On either side the ditch
came within less than two feet of the
roadway, and there was not even a
ridge or anything to ward the wheels
off and keep them from sliding over.
When hundreds of automobiles are
owned In every part of the country
and it Is Impossible to always keep
off roads when they are slippery," It is
not morally right and should not be
legally right to leave them In a condition that would make an accident under ordinary conditions possible. During the last two years I have been
riding around considerably and we
have been In places where It was very
dangerous driving, and often came upon such places with no chance at a'l
to avoid them. In one case we crossed
a bridge after a light shower, and on
the far side found that It had caved
away to within six Inches of the road,
though that was solid. For .a rod the
ditch was not two feet from the road,
with nothing to check a slide Into It.
A very steep hill began just beyond
the bridge.- Our car could not make
the hill, and we stalled, and had to
back some. The least bit of skidding
would have been certain to have car- -

.1
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halr-ralsln- g

Still 5
IVRIGLEY'5 has steadily
kept to the pre-wa- r
price.
And to the same hteh standard of qrJcllty.

ether goody lasts so
so little cr does

No

lonjj-co- sts

co much for you.
Dandy to carry beneficial
In effect full of flavor a

solace and comfort for
youna and old.

THE FLAVOR
LASTS

-
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Women to Study Architecture.
Women have been admitted for the
first time as Associates of the Itoynl
Victorian Institute of Architects and
the Sydney Institute of Architects,
and the new department of architecture In Sydney university has attracted a number of enthusiastic women
students.
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Tells your oil supply at a
glance.

A man la "just os' young us ever"
until lie begins to puff on the third
flight of stairs.

Occasionally a man goes around
because It takes so much
to dress his better half.

half-dresse-

Vfrie

-CO

if

fcumt bearing. Simply attach tha CHIEF to motor
hi place of pet cock and pull out measuring rod to

read. All metal. Compact. Durable. Order
one TODAY. Save repair bill.
Agents wanted. Qood proposition.
Write

WALTER C. SHAWUN COMPANY
Dept. 321
61SW.Uk.St.
Chic.eo.lU.
Chile's Methods Changing.
At present, according to a consular
report, Chile Is passing through a
transition period as regards both adMethvertising and merchandizing.
ods borrowed from the United States
are being adopted.

Nationally

Accented "Wall lint
UCei

Alabastine
Rtiutlt Yen
Mutt Aik fir
Alabattiue
bj Nam

Genuine
Without Crtii

and Citxlt

Printed in Red

We Hand You the Package That Puts Health'
and Cheerfulness in Your Home
Smoked, grimy, papered, painted or kalsomined walls are a
menace to health and offensive to the discriminating housewife.
Alabastine it so economical, to durable, so sanitary, so easy to mix and

apply that it is universally used in securing proper wall conditions.
Alabastine is used in the homes, schools, churches and on all kinds ol interior
surfaces, whether plaster, wallboard, over painted walls, or even over old wallpaper
that is solid on the wall and not printed in aniline colors.
Alabastine is packed in dry powder in full five pound packages, requiring
only pure cold water to mix, with directions on each package. You will readily
appreciate the economy 'of Alabastine over other methods, and remember it is
used in the finest homes and public buildings every
3
where. Be sure you get Alabastine, and if your dealer
MIX IN I) NIL
rut omlytooi
cannot or will not supply you, write direct for sample
MINUTE
WITH
Ntiwuio Ami
card and color designs with name of nearest dealer.
New walls demand Alabastine, old walls appreciate Alabastine.
r--

Alabastine Company

lftSO

GrandvilU Avs.
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Rapids, Mldo.
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Thousands upon thousands of women
nave kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Root- ,
Kilmer's
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see
What bwamp-Koot- ,
the great kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them, a By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
rnay receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Post.
You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
One Against Many.
Solomon was plainly dejected.

"Think of all those wives planning

On the whole, It would seem that
an overdose of dignity Is preferable
to entire absence of It.
v

W

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it

Properly Protected Road.
rled us over the bank and for several
minutes It looked like we were to go
down six or eight feet into a creek.
It Is not always that such places
are on unimportant roads. In fact the
first place mentioned was on a main
traveled road between county seats,
and automobiles used It on long distance travel. In the main It was a fine
road well kept, but there were two or
three places that were really dangerous, though this was the worst of all.
Wherever there Is a place at the side
of a dirt road that has much travel,
that is deep enough to upset a car
that went down Into It, some kind of
protection should be made to keep cars
from skidding off. We are not considering the quick dash to one side from
careless driving or going too fast In
mud, but the unavoidable skid that Is
bound to occur now and then. Our
roads should be safe in muddy weather
as far as we can muke them for often
at such times we have to use them
with our cars.
UNITED STATES' GOOD ROADS
Work Is In Progress In Every Section
to Give Country Superior
Highway System.
The time Is rapidly passing when
the bad roads of America can be pointed out as a reproach. In every section
of the country work is In progress to
give the United States a system of
roads which will compare favorably
with those of other countries. Roads
are being built at 2,985 different
points. Fully 30,000 miles of road have
been approved by the secretury of agriculture. It Is estimated that this
construction will cost the country nearly $400,000,000. M the end of June,
1920, the government reported that
different projects, or a total of
16,000 miles of roads, had been
Boys' Life.
2,-1-

com-Dlet- ed.

PAINS

Any man or woman who keepa
Sloan's handy will tell you :

that same thln

frequently

th. Tim. to Cat Rid of
Tha. Ugly Spots.
no longer th. .lightest need ot
feeling ashamed of your freckles, a. Othln.
double strength la guaranteed to remov.
these homely .pots.
Simply get an oune. of Othlna double
strength from your drugglat. and apply a
little of it night and morning and you
should soon ae. that even the worst frecklea
have begun to dlaappear, while the lighter
ones hav. vanished entirely. It la seldom
that more than one ounce la needed to completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful
clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othlne, aa thla la aold under guarantee of
money back If It falls to remove freckles.

Too much oil causes Only P
Too little causes

Package

ACHES

those
ESPECIALLY rheumatic
twinges.

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

Now U

cylinder carbonization.

CARS

OLD STANDBY, FOR

A counter-irritan- t,
Sloan's Liniment scatters the congestion and penetrates without rubbing to the afflicted
part, soon relieving the ache and paia.
Kept handy and used everywhere
lor reducing and finally eliminating the
pains and aches of lumbago, neuralgia,
Jiiuscle strain, joint stiffness, sprains,
bruises, and the results of exposure.
ou just know from its stimulating,
healthy odor that it will do you good I
Sloan's Liniment is sold by all drug-

gists

35c, 70c,

1.40.

Liniment

Ttanra

tha

fUm&
Sjr

Signature of
IrT'TJse for Over 80 Tears.

DIED

-

in New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

GOLD MEDAL

rw

I

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and nric acid troubles.
Holland's National Remedy sine. 1690.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for th. nam. Cold Medal oq rnnrf bos
and accept no imitation

TWlIn:

Vaseline
Reg

A necessity
where there

are children.
AVOID SUBSTITUTES

CTJESEESGUCn MFC. CO.
New York
Street

d

to hold his congregation.

Feel All Worn Out?

Has a cold, grip, or other infectious
disease sapped your strength? Do you
surfer backache, lack ambition, feel dull
and depressed? Look to your kidneys!
Physicians agree that kidney trouble
often results from infectious disease.
Too often the kidneys are neglected because the sufferer doesn't realize they
have broken down under the strain of
filtering disease created poisons from
the blood. If your back is bad. your
kidney, act irregularly, and you feel all
run down, use Doan'B Kidney Pilli.
Voan't have helped thousands. Atk

your neighbor!

UadKer,

aaya:
"I had a
constant, dull aah.
through the small
of my back. When- f
ever I Btonped over-- M if
I felt a twitching.
pain dart throuajlil"0'
my kidneys and if
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Catonlo Ended

Ilia Troubles)

"Eatonlc Is the only thing I hav
found to stop my heartburn and I
think It has been a great help In
nervous 6pells," writes G. C. Johnson.
An upset stomach may cause lots
of suffering all over the body. Eatonlc
helps In such cases by removing the
cause of the misery, because It takes
up and carries out the excess acid
and gases and keeps the digestive organs In natural working order. A
tablet after meals Is all yon need. Big
box costs only a trifle with druggist's
guarantee.

h i
1

J

'
however, but whenl-- l
I learned of Dnan's rv.'iey Pills I
bought some. This medlclti w- - me
relief from the first. I kept on taking
It and It permanently cured me."

CM Doaa's at Any Store, 60c a Boa

D CAN'S

FOSTTR -- MlLBtTRN

Ail Run Down

.

Oklahoma Case
An
B.

didn't suffer

OfT

An antiseptic

table
To insure glistening-whit- e
linens, use Red Cross Ball Blue In' your
laundry. It never disappoints. At all
good grocers, 5c.

John

S.Pat

dressing farcutsi
sores, etc

Even the dignified man would ruther
bend a little than go broke.

tight-fiste-

U

Carbolated

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

It's difficult for a

Pain'sV

.16799

FE2ECECLES

Guards Against Carbonizatica

4
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There',

FOR FORD

jV

It strikes at the root ol ca
tarrhal troubles by Stimulating
dig
eitlon, enrichlna th. blood,
the
f
k
tonlnf up th. nervous system and
soothing th. raw and inflamed snacous
membranes.
Pe ru na sets every organ to
world ot BTOoerly sod rives strength, vlror
pep
and
to th. whol. body. Try it, and lik.
thousands ol others, learn what It means to b. well.
TABLETS OR LIQUID
60L0 EVERYWHERE
y
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CATARRH
AND CATARRHAL
CONDITIONS

Easter gowns I" he cried.

bio

roR

ra vases. Invades nearly
every household and
hovers like a pesu- leno every.
where.

1

CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.

AOAI.A NO. S COTTON HEKI), IC per rent
lint, a per 100. U. W. PI.AUO, OUTHKIU,
CiKLA., H. H. a. Not mixed at gin.

BARKER'S
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KaatorA Cab,. nd
Beauty to Cray and Faded HaU
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THE KENNA RECORD
frontier had. In a way,
prepared the heart and Intellect of
Blngvllle for shocking events. Still,
these disasters had been remote. The
fact that the GUIIgnn sisters had left
the Crookers and accepted an offer of
one hundred and fifty dollars a month
from the wealthy Nixons of Hazel-mea- d
was an event close to the footlights, so to speak. It caused the news
of battles to take its rightful place In
the distant background. Men talked
of this event In stores and on the
street corners; It was the subject of
conversation In sewing circles and the
Phllomathlan
Literary club. That
day, the Blngs whispered about It at
the dinner table between courses until
Susan Crowder sent In a summons by
Martha Featherstraw with the apple
pie. She would be glad to see Mrs. J.
Patterson Blng In the kitchen Immediately after dinner. There was a moment of silence in the midst of which
Mr. Blng winked knowingly at his
wife, who turned pale as she put down
her pie fork with a look of determination and rose and went Into the kitchen. Mrs. Crowder regretted that she
and Martha would have to look for
another family unless their wages
were raised from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty dollars a month.
"But, Susan, we all made an agreement for a year," said Mrs. Blng.
Mrs. Crowder was sorry, but she
and Martha could not make out on the
wages they were getting everything
cost so much. If Mary Gllllgan, who
couldn't cook, was worth a hundred
dollars a month Mrs. Crowder considered herself cheap at twice that figure.
Mrs. Blng, In her anger, was Inclined to revolt but Mr. Blng settled
the matter by submitting to the tyranny of Susan. With Phyllis and
three of her young friends coming
from school and a party In prospect
there was nothing else to do.
Maggie Collins, who was too old
and too firmly rooted In the village to
leave It was satisfied with a raise
of ten dollars a month. Even then she
on the Russian
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Synopsis. In the village of Blng-vlll- e
thirteen-year-ol- d
Robert Emmet Moran, crippled son of a, poor
widow. Is known as the Bheplierd
of the Birds. His world Is his
mother and friends, his little room,
the flower garden of Judge Crooker,
and every flying thing he sees from
his window. The painting of pictures Is his enjoyment, and little
Pauline Bakor, small daughter of
a neighbor, the object of his boyish
affection.
J. Patterson
Blng, the first citizen of Blngvllle,
Is the Ideal of a really great man.
The village becomes money mad,
reflecting the great world In its
state of unrest The Blng family
Is a leader In the change.
To-hi-

CHAPTER ONE

Continued.

The grent white bird In the Congregational church tower that being
Bob's thought of it flew out across
the volley with Its tidings of good
.will.

To the little Shepherd it seemed to
ay: "Blng Blng Ding Blng Blng!
Com-ln-

Com-in-

'Com-lngU-

"

Many of the friends of his mother
mostly poor folk of the parish who
worked iu the mill came with simple
gifts and happy greetings. There were
those among them who thought It a
blessing to look upon the sweet face
of Bob and to hear his merry laughter
over some playful bit of gossip and
Judge Crooker said that they were
quite right about it Mr. and Mrs. J.
Patterson Blng were never to feel this
blessing. The Shepherd of the BiTrds
waited In vain for them that Christmas day. Mrs. Blng sent a letter of
kindly greeting and a twenty-dolla- r
gold piece and explained that her husband was not feeling "quite up to the
mark," which was true.
"I'm not going," he said decisively,
when Mrs. Blng brought the matter up
as he was smoking in the library an
hour or so after dinner. "No cripples
and misery In mine at present, thank
you I I wouldn't get over it for a
week. Just send them our best wishes
and a twenty-dolla- r
"gold piece."
There ,were tears In the Shepherd's
eyes when his mother helped him Into
his night clothes that evening.
"I hate that twenty-dolla- r
gold
piece I" he exclaimed.
"Laddie boy I Why should ye be
saytn' that?"
The shiny piece of metal was lying
on the window sill. She took It In her
band.
"It's as cold as a snow-banI" she
exclaimed.
"I don't want to touch it! Via shivering now," said the Shepherd. "Put it
away In the drawer. It makes me
sick. It cheated me out of seeing Mr.
Blng."
k

CHAPTER TWO
The Founding of the Phylllstlne.
One little word largely accounted
for the success of J. Patterson Blng.
:It was the word "no." It saved him
In moments which would have been
'full of peril for other men. He had
never made a bad Investment because
he knew how and when to say "no."
jit fell from his Hps so sharply and
decisively that he lost little time In
the consideration of doubtful enterprises. Sometimes It fell heavily and
left a woufcd, for which Mr. Blng
thought himself in no way responsible.' There was really a lot of goodwill In him. lie. didn't mean to hurt
any one.
"Time Is a thing of great value and
what's the use of wasting It In Idle
palaver?" be used to say.
One day, Illram Blenklnsop, who
was Just recovering from a spree, met
Mr. Blng at the corner of Main and
School streets and asked him for the
loan of a dollar.
'
"No slrl" said Mr. J. Patterson
I'.lng, and the words sounded like two
whacks of a hammer on a nail. "No
sir," hd repeated, the second whack
being now the more emphatic. "I don't
lend money to people who make a bad
uso of It."
"Can you give me work?" asked the
unfortunate drunkard.
"No! But If you were a hired girl,
I'd consider the matter"
Some people who overheard the
words laughed loudly. Poor Blenkin-eo- p
made no reply, but he considered
the words an Insult to his manhood In
spite of the fact that he hadn't any
machood to speak of. At least, there
was not enough of It to stand up and
'

i
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be Insulted that Is sure. After that
ho was always racking his brain for
something mean to say about J. Patterson Blng. Blng was a
Blng was a scrtmper - and a
fish.
d

grinder. If the truth were known
about Blng he wouldn't be holding his
head so high. Judas Iscartot and' J.
Patterson Blng were off the same
bush. These were some of the things
that Blenklnsop scattered abroad and
they were, to say the least of them,
extremely unjust. Mr. Blng's Innocent remark touching Mr. Blenkln-sop'- s
misfortune In not being a hired
girl, arose naturally out of social conditions In the village.
Furthermore, It 13 quite likely that
every one in Blngvllle, Including those
impersonal creatures known as Law
and Order, would have been much
happier if some magician could have
turned Mr. Blenklnsop into a hired
girl and have made him a life member of "the Dish Water Aristocracy,"
as Judge Crooker was wont to call it
The community of Blngvllle was
noted for its simplicity and good
sense. Servants were unknown In this
vlllnge of three thousand people. It
had lawyers and doctors and professors and merchants some of whom
were deservedly well known and J.
Patterson Blng, the owner of the pulp
mill, celebrated for his riches; but
one could almost say that Its most
sought for and popular folk were Its
hired girls. They were few and sniffy.
They exercised care and discretion In
the choice of their employers. They
regulated the diet of the said employers and the frequency and quality of
their entertainments. If it could be
said that there was an aristocracy In
the place they were it First, among
the Who's Who In Blngvllle, were the
GIIHgan sisters who worked in the big
brick house of Judge Crooker ; another
was Mrs. Pat Collins, seventy-two- years of age, who presided in the kitchen of the Reverend Otis Singleton;
the two others were Susan Crowder,
a woman of sixty, and a
girl with one eye, of the name of
Featherstraw, both of whom served
the opulent Blngs. Some of these
hired girls ate with the family save
on special occasions when city folk
were present Mrs. Collins and the
Gllllgans seemed to enjoy this privilege, but Susan Crowder, having had
an ancestor who had fought in the
Revolutionary war, couldn't stand It
and Martha Featherstraw preferred to
eat In the kitchen. Indeed there was
some warrant for this remarkable situation. The Gllllgan sisters had a
brother who was a magistrate In a
large city and Mrs. Collins had a son
who was a successful and popular
butcher in the growing city of Hazel-mea"I Don't Loan Money to People Who
'
Make a Bad Use of It"
That part of the village known as
Irishtown and a settlement of Poles received a third of the minister's saland Italians furnished the man help In ary. "His wife being a swell leddy
the mill, and its sons were also seen who had no time for wurruk, sure the
more or less In the fields and gardens. boy was no sooner married than he
Ambition and education had been yelled for help," as Maggie was wont
working in the minds of the young In to say.
and about Blngvllle for two generaAll this had a decided effect on the
tions. The sons and daughters of economic life of the village. Indeed,
farmers and
had read Hiram Blenklnsop, the village drunkVirgil and Horace and plodded Into the ard, who attended to the lawns and
mysteries of higher mathematics. The gardens for a number of people, debest of them had gone Into learned manded an Increase of a dollar a day
professions ; others bad enlisted In the in his wages on account of the high
business of great cities; still others cost of living, although one would say
had gone in for teaching or stenog- that Its effect upon blm could not have
raphy.
been serious. For years the historic
Their success bad wrought a curi- figure of Blenklnsop had been the desous devastation In the village and tination and repository of the cast-of- f
countryside. The young moved out clothing and the worn and shapeless
heading for the paths of glory. Many shoes of the leading citizens. For a
a sturdy, stupid person who might decade, the venerable derby hat which
have made an excellent plumber, or once belonged to Judge Crooker, had
carpenter, or farmer, or cooB, armed survived all the Incidents of his adwith a university degree and a sense venturous career. He was. Indeed, as
of superiority, bad gone forth In quest replete with suggestive memories as
of fame and fortune prepared for the graveyard to which he was wont to
nothing In particular and achieving repair for rest and recuperation In
Arm possession of It Somehow the summer weather. There, in the shade
elective system had enabled them "to of a locust tree hard by the wall, he
get by" In a state of mind that re- was often discovered with his faithful
sembled the Mojave desert If they dog Christmas a yellow, mongrel,
did not care for Latin or mathematics
cur lying beside him,
they could take a course In Ulerology and the historic derby hat in his hand.
or In The Taming of the Wild ChickHo had a persevering, pride In that
adee or In some such easy skating, hat Mr. Blenklnsop showed a surBlngvllle was like many places. The prising and commendable Industry unyoung had fled from the Irksome tasks der the stimulation of Increased pay.
which bad roughened the hands and He worked hard for a month, then
bent the backs of their parents. That celebrated his prosperity with a night
briefly, accounts for the fewness and of such noisy, riotous Joy that be
the sultriness abore referred to.
landed in the lockup with a black eye1
Early In 1017, the village was and a broken nose and an empty pockshaken by alarming and astonishing et As usual, the dog Christinas went
news. True, the sinking of the Lusl-tan- with him.
and our own enlistment in the
When there was a loud yell In the
World war and the German successes streets at night Judge Crooker used
d

d.

ditch-digge-

good-nature- d

la

to say, Ifn niram again. The poor
fellow la out
William Snodgrass, the carpenter,
gave much thought and reflection to
the good fortune of the Gllllgan girls.
If a hired girl could earn twenty-fiv- e
dollars ft week and her board, a skilled
mechanic, who had to board himself, ought to earn at Icost fifty. So
he put up his prices. Israel Sneed,
the plumber, raised his scale to correspond with that of the carpenter. The
prices of the butcher and grocer kept
pace with the rise of wages. A period
of unexampled prosperity set In.
Some time before, the Old Spirit of
Blngvllle had received notice that Its
services would no longer be required.
It had been en Industrious and faithful Old Spirit The new generation did
not Intend to be hard on It They
were willing to give It a comfortable
home as long as It lived. Its home
was to be called The Past There It
was to "have nothing to do but to sit
around r.nd weep and talk of bygone
days. The Old Spirit rebelled. It refused to abandon Its appointed tasks.
"Why shouldn't people

tbemtelvas?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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MOTHER FUR SEAL.
"They think It Is funny," said
Mother Fur Seal, "that I am able to
recognize or know my own children,1
but I would think It funny lf I

couldn't

'The reason that creatures think ltj
that I know my own children,!
Is because we mothers stay about onj
the same great beach and there ara
thousands of mothers and children all
Is funny

about

.

"But I always would know my son,"
said Mother Fur Seal.
"Our children are such dear, playful, merry creatures. Especially when
they're very young, and even during;
the first four or five years of their,
lives there Is nothing they enjoy so
much as swimming and playing, diving
and playing tag and other games.
"We're known as the Alaska Fur
Seal family, and we live interesting
lives.
"In the spring or very early In the
summer we travel sometimes as much
as two thousand miles. Gracious,
wouldn't It be an expense lf we bad
to pay for our Journeys the way people do?
"But then people wouldn't care for
the way we travel, through the great
ocean, whether It's stormy or calm,
whether there is rain or sunshlna
.'

FAMED FOR GIANT POTATOES
District Just North of Denver Has Established Its Reputation for the
Succulent Vegetable.
When Horace Greeley gave the
young men of America a loose foot by
saying, some decades ago: "Go West
young man," he Incidentally succeeded
In getting a very fine brand of potatoes named for himself, writes William G. Shepherd In the Saturday Evening Post. A group of men who went
to the West at that time settled In
a district north of Denver and east
of the Rocky mountains, and perhaps,
because they thought of nothing else
to rulse, they planted potatoes. About
them, In the highlands, the only wild
potatoes In the United States were
growing luxuriantly.
This district Is
similar climatically and otherwise to
the highland district In Chile, where
explorers are believed to Inve come
across the potato for the Tirst time.
These Colorado wild potatoes propagated themselves by means of seeds,
and It Is from the pods of these seeds
that the Colorado potato experts get
the material by means of which they
have produced the Greeleyvllle potato.-Easterrailroads, on which huge
baked potatoes, served In the dining
cars, have come to be strong allies of
the passenger agent and heavy drawers of patronage, send to the Colorado
district for the potato giants. Transcontinental railroads which use the
northern route send men into the Montana and Dakota fields to pick out almost by band, huge potatoes which
have been grown from the Colorado
seed.
-

'

Work.
If the busy rich people watched and
rebuked the Idle rich people, all would
be right among them ; and lf the busy
poor people watched and rebuked the
Idle poor people, all would be right
among them. But each looks for the
fault of the other. A
man of 'property Is particularly
by an Idle beggar; and an orderly but poor workman Is naturally
Intolerant of the licentious luxury of
the rich. And what le severe Judgment In the- minds of the Just men
of either class becomes fierce enmity
In the unjust but among the unjust
only.
None but the dissolute among
the poor look upon the rich as their
natural enemies or destre to pillage
their homes and divide their property.
None but the dissolute among tie rich
speak In opprobrious terms of the vices
and follies of the poor. John Ruskla.
hard-work'n- g

-

Russian Folk Songs Pathetic
The Russian songs are most paMany of them
thetic in character.
are written In the Phrygian mode,
and even those that begin In a major
key often end In the minor, or perhaps on the supertonlc of the key, or
on some other minor chord which
sounds strange and melancholy to
The Russian folk
western ears.
songs are remarkable for their polyAccording to
phonic tendency.a great authority, the "horo-vodor choral song, was accompanied by secondary parts called
"podgoloskl," which ornamented and
Imitated the principal voice in a kind
of free counterpoint These part
longs are mostly In celebration of eo
:leslastlcal festivals, of the different
leasons, or of country pursuits and
iccuputlous.
v,
l"

What's a Toxin?
The ptomaines must not be confused
with the toxins. The toxins are poisonous substances derived from germs
in the course of their life and growth.
They are the active principles of the
germs, to which the germs owe their
characteristic effects upon the human
system. It Is the toxin of the diphtheria germs, for example, which
causes most of the mlschef when Infection has taken place.

alfbve.

"We go on and on, and no matter
how great the fog may be we never
lose our way, but go swimming steadily on and on until we reach the Islands
we're going to for our summer.
. "When we reach our summer home
we begin to think about the seal
babies who have arrived after wa
have been at the Island homes for
awhile.
"We stay out of the water for long
periods of time, often to mnke surrtio
harm will come to our babies. And
we go back and forth for our markets

"Out of the Water."
Ing, for we must feed our children
well and give them good food so theyl
will be strong and so they will feeli
j
.
like playing.
"Our great enemy Is the old whala
known as the Killer Whale. From
his family name you can understand
that he is a cruel creature. That
would be quite clear to any one.
s
"Our cousins, the
are very;
much like we are In ways and habits
and looks.
"They too travel In the tprlng and
In the fall, living one place In the
summer and another In the winter,
are noisy crea"The Mr.
tures, roaring and talking at the top
of their voices, always. They're very;
big' of course, and I suppose like to
make their voices seem equal to their
size.
'.'They are all wilder and braver
than we are, but they're a clever lotj
I do not mind admitting It because;
of course, they're relatives of ours:
Sometimes they are known as thai
family.
Steller
"But what I cannot understand IS
that people think it Is strange that
we can always tell our own young
when there are such countless and
countless children seals on the beach.
- ''I would like to ask such people
this question, especially I would like
to ask any question of mothers.
"Would you not be able to recognize
your own children even lf there were
thousands of children about?
"Wouldn't you- be able to pick out
your own children In a great big
school where there were several thousand children about?
"Wouldn't you be able to tell your
own children lf they were marching
In a huge parade with many, many,
many other children?
"Wouldn't you be able to tell youp
children on the beach when the children were flocking to the beach la
hundreds?
"Of course you would I I'm qulta.
sure you would I And so can the
Mother Seal tell which are her owni
Children.
For she knows her own as
any mother would. Don't you see, peo,
pie, that that Is quite easy to under,
stand?"
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